
Newsletter 2021/22

Once again September saw the start of our annual winter fieldwork for the study, with the winter of 2021/22 marking 

our tenth successive season!  As well as an important milestone, our team have had another great catching period - our 

most productive ever, with more Black-headed Gulls caught and ringed this season than any other of the study.

But all our ringing efforts would amount to little to help us better understand the annual movements and survival of 

these birds without the amazing support from our dedicated ring readers, and members of the general public who also 

report sightings.  Together during the winter 2021/22, they have contributed to over 2000 sightings of birds from the 

study at their wintering sites across the UK, revealing stories that would otherwise go unknown.  Part of that story is also 

where the birds go for the breeding season, and the spring/summer period of 2021 saw 32 birds reported across Europe!

This season has also been one of change for the study.  With over 1800 birds now colour-ringed, it was inevitable we 

would run out of codes to use in the format - “2” letter number number.  As you may have read in last season’s newsletter, 

our study now continues with an different format of codes - “2” number number letter.

By far the biggest change has been the creation of a new online reporting system allowing observers to report birds and 

receive instant feedback providing a life history of all sightings we have received plus a map of the birds’ movements.  The 

brilliant system is the brain-child of Stephen Vickers, and we are very grateful for his efforts, and welcome him to the 

study as a ringer too covering sites in Norfolk.

Kane Brides, Stephen Vickers, Dan Gornall, Stephen Christmas, and Ciaran Hatsell

Waterbird Colour-marking Group

North West Black-headed Gull study

Winter ringing effort

In the season running from September 2021 to February 2022 a 

total of 653 individual Black-headed Gulls were hand caught by our 

ringers.  This resulted in 583 newly colour-ringed birds (including 

birds caught already carrying a metal ring), 53 recaptures, and 8 

foreign control birds (those ringed by others outside of the UK and 

now have a colour-ring fitted by us) from The Netherlands, Norway, 

Germany, Denmark, Finland and the Czech Republic.

Our ringing efforts also expanded to new study sites within the 

North-West of England, along with other new locations in West 

Yorkshire and Norfolk, to include a total of 41 sites for the season.
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Year colour-ring added Number resighted in 2021/22

2011 7

2012 10

2013 23

2014 5

2015 4

2016 18

2017 13

2018 69

2019 78

2020 123

Winter resighting effort 

Thanks to the efforts of our amazing network of ring readers, 

along with other members of the public reporting sightings, 

we have received over 2,000 sightings from September 

2021 to February 2022, made up of 627 individual birds.

Birds were resighted in the winter 2021/22 from all previous 

years of the study, represented by 350 different individuals 

ringed in previous years.  Sightings came from 74 sites across 

the UK.  Amongst these individuals were foreign ringed 

birds to whom we added a colour-ring as part of our study.  

Resightings of these birds in the winter of 2021/22 included 

birds originally ringed in The Netherlands, Denmark, 

Germany, Norway, Finland, Czech Republic and Lithuania.

The vast majority of our winter sightings come from either 

our study sites, or other sites in the immediate area.  Each 

year we receive a small number of sightings from Ireland, and 

during the winter five different individuals were reported 

from 7 sites, of which five were from the Dublin area.

We also received records in September 2021 of two birds, 

one in France and one in Germany.  These may have been 

birds seen on their way back to wintering sites in the UK, but 

neither bird was reported after the sighting in September.

         More unusual is a sighting from Portugal of 2T86.  

The bird was ringed at Bowness-on-Windermere, Cumbria 

in November 2020 and was seen in Alges, near Lisbon in 

January 2021.  The bird was then seen back in the UK at 

Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria in November 2021 before 

again being seen at the same site in Portugal, this time in 

March 2022.  We presume this bird breeds in the UK and 

winters in Portugal, but it is unclear as to why the bird waits 

so long into the winter months before migrating.
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2Y90 branched out this winter season and was seen at 

four of our study sites across Cumbria, Manchester and 

Blackburn (see below for more details).

A mystery movement. Here is 2T86 photographed in 

Portugal in March 2022, already sporting a full hood for 

breeding plumage.
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As in previous years, sightings received also showed the 

in-winter movement of birds between our study sites, and 

other sites in the local area.  Several birds made movements 

between our studies sites in Cumbria, and the parks of 

Liverpool, but a few birds did venture further afield during 

the winter.

    was seen at Redcar Tarn, West Yorkshire on 

27th November 2021 before returning to its ringing site at 

Grange-over-Sands in Cumbria on 2nd December.  The bird 

was then resighted back at Redcar Tarn on 22nd December, 

demonstrating within winter site fidelity.

    was first ringed as a chick near Klaipeda on the 

Baltic coastline of Lithuania.  We caught the bird at Bowness-

on-Windermere in January 2021 and added the colour-ring.  

The bird was seen on its return migration in Helsinki, Finland 

in March 2021 and then back at Bowness-on-Windermere 

in August 2021.  2Y90 remained around Windermere 

until at least early December before being seen in Greater 

Manchester at the end of the month, and then in Blackburn, 

Lancashire  a few weeks later in mid-February. 

2T44

2Y90

2T86



Our new online reporting system

In September 2021 we launched a new online reporting 

system that enables observers to submit sightings and 

receive instant feedback on the bird’s other sightings, along 

with a map showing the locations the bird has been seen.

The system is the brain-child of Stephen Vickers, a 

Postgraduate Researcher at University of East Anglia, a 

member of the BTO (British Trust for Ornithology) ringing 

committee, and a very clever man able to take our old dataset 

and turn it in to a user-friendly system which has hugely 

improved the feedback our observers receive, whilst also 

reducing the time it takes to manage the sightings database 

and share the information with the BTO.

Along with creating the system, Stephen has also joined the 

study as a ringer catching birds around Norwich to further 

our understanding of the species.

The system sits alongside reporting forms for three of our 

other study species from the Waterbird Colour-marking 

Group - Barnacle, Greylag and Canada Geese.  In time other 

species will be added to the system too.

You can find out more about all our study species on our 

website here - waterbirdcolourmarking.org

On our website you’ll also find a sightings map for this spring 

and summer showing where our birds have been seen as 

they return to their breeding sites in Europe.  You can also 

see maps from previous years too.

Observers receive instant feedback of a bird’s sightings 

and map showing the locations where it has been seen.

234E is a bird from our rings with a new code format and 

has been reported nine times on the online system

NWBHGs in Numbers

2,173 The number of sightings 

submitted through the new 

online system since it launched

NWBHGs in Numbers

627The number of individual birds reported through the new 

online system since it was launched in September 2021.
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NWBHGs in Numbers

1,825

The total number of 

gulls colour-marked 

since we started 

colour-ringing in 2011.

Report a bird via our new online 

reporting system here

https://waterbirdcolourmarking.org/
https://waterbirdcolourmarking.org/black-headed-gull/sightings/


249E EY06368
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249E was caught by our ringers in February 2022 

carrying a BTO metal ring, and a Norweigan colour-

ring (photo) green J8K5.

The bird was caught in 05/04/2018 in Frognerparken, 

Oslo, Norway.

Sadly the green colour-ring was damaged so it was 

removed and replaced with a new colour-ring from our 

study, blue 249E. 

           Metal ring only bird from Norway (colour-ring added or replaced)

14/05/2012 6
Vaterland, Oslo

Norway

Spike Island, Widnes

Cheshire

16/04/2015 8
Voyenbroa, Oslo

Norway

Ormskirk

Lancashire

           Metal ring only bird from The Netherlands (colour-ring added)

07/06/2013 1
Groningen

Netherlands

Chester

Cheshire, UK

Metal ring Ringing date Age Ringing location Colour ring 

added

2021/22 recapture location

23/11/2016 4
Astbury Mere, Congleton

Cheshire

Redesmere, Siddington

Cheshire

18/02/2016 7
Rother Valley Country Park

South Yorkshire

Wharfe Meadow, Otley

West Yorkshire

03/06/2011 1
Saltholme, near Teesmouth

Stockton-on-Tees

Wharfe Meadow, Otley

West Yorkshire

09/02/2012 6
Fairhaven Lake, St Annes

Lancashire

Fairhaven Lake, St Annes

Lancashire

12/01/2018 6
Redesmere, Siddington

Cheshire

Redesmere, Siddington

Cheshire

29/11/2012 6
Stanley Park, Blackpool

Lancashire

Stanley Park, Blackpool

Lancashire

01/12/2012 3
Stanley Park, Blackpool

Lancashire

Stanley Park, Blackpool

Lancashire

Metal-ring only captures

When possible our ringers will attempt the capture of metal-ringed only birds, since much more information can be gained 

from catching birds, which already have a ‘history’. Several birds were captured during the 2021/22 winter catching season, 

with some of these birds originating from previous years at our study sites, with others originating from outside of our 

study area and a few foreign-ringed birds.

251A3731629

222A

2K18

2K32

2K14

226E

215E

249E

EM24912

EZ09019

EZ09067

EY06358

EX15910

EY06368

EY06366

           Metal ring only bird from Finland (colour-ring added)

03/06/2020 1
Naantali, Turku-Pori

Finland

Stanley Park, Blackpool

Lancashire

26/06/2018 1
Valkeakoski, Häme

Finland

Bowness-on-Windermere

Cumbria

290E

290C

202B

299B

ST331388

K01834

ST307118

K04543



Coming soon... 

For the next winter season we’re hoping to launch a new 

element to our study on Black-headed Gulls.  Every year we 

handle hundreds of birds, and receive sightings accompanied 

by photographs of many more, and each season we watch 

as the hood feathers of the birds change from winter to 

breeding plumage.  We also often see several birds in mid-

winter with fully developed breeding plumage hoods, much 

earlier than the rest of the birds in the flock.

But what drives this?  Does the development of the hood of 

an individual bird always progress at the same time of the 

year, and does the bird’s breeding or wintering destination 

influence when the hood develops?  And do all birds develop 

their hood in the same way?

There are lots of questions to answer, and with a large 

number of colour-ringed birds to study we hope to begin to 

understand a little more on the change - but we need your 

help!

As the birds arrive back next winter we’ll be asking observers 

to continue to submit photos of colour-ringed birds 

throughout the season so we can track a bird’s development 

from the winter earspot through to the full dark hood ready 

for the breeding season.  Thanks to observers across Europe 

we know where some of the birds go to breed, and can link 

this in with where they winter thanks to our observers in the 

UK.

From this we hope to produce a scoring system for hood 

development which other researchers can use to track their 

birds in the same way.  Key to this will be gathering a large 

sample of photographs to see how the hood develops across 

the species, and whether there is a uniform approach, even if 

the time of the year the hood develops is different between 

birds.

A second phase of the study may look at the wider wintering 

Black-headed Gull population, and involve unringed birds 

from locations across the UK.  This will provide us with a 

bigger pool of data to see if a birds’ wintering location has 

any influence on how its hood develops.

We’re continuing to work up the methodology and recording 

process for this exciting new study, so keep an eye on our 

website for more details in the coming months.

Find out more about our Black-headed Gull study on our 

website - waterbirdcolourmarking.org/black-headed-gull

NWBHGs in Numbers 2,158
The furthest distance in kilometres of a re-sighting of one of our

Black-headed Gulls. The bird 2C20 was ringed at Sale Water Park in

Greater Manchester in 2011 and then seen in Novgorod, Russia in 2017
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Sightings received from spring 2021 - explore the details on our website and check out the map for 2022

Follow where the birds go 

As spring migration commences, we’ll be updating the 

spring and summer sightings map for 2022 on our website 

so you can keep tabs on their movements and follow where 

they go, just check out the project page and follow the link 

to Where are they?

Last year we received sightings of 32 individual birds from 

11 countries including France, Belgium, the Netherlands, 

Norway, Finland, Lativa, Estonia, Poland, Germany, 

Denmark and Russia!

With thanks to...

#NWBHGs on Twitter

100

The total number of 

retweets they’ve recieved

1,173 Total number of likes 

they’ve received

Our thanks also go to the landowners who permit us to catch 

on their land, to those who have financially supported the study 

and to the many ring readers who provide ring sightings. 

waterbirdcolourmarking.org#NWBHGs
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We regularly share sightings and stories about 

our study birds on Twitter, just check out the 

hashtag to see more.

Check out the latest #NWBHGs 

tweets on Twitter here

https://waterbirdcolourmarking.org/black-headed-gull/sightings/

